Information transfer rate (ITR), measured in bits/s, can be applied to evaluate motor performance, including the capacity of brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) to control external actuators. In a 2013 article entitled "Transfer of information by BMI" and published in Neuroscience, Tehovnik and his colleagues utilized ITR to assess the performance of several BMIs reported in the literature. We examined these analyses closely and found several fundamental flaws in their evaluation of ITR. Here we discuss the pitfalls in Tehovnik's measurements of ITR, as well as several other issues raised in "Transfer of information by BMI", including the claim that BMIs cannot be a reasonable option for paralyzed patients.
Introduction
In a 2013 review paper entitled "Transfer of information by BMI" (Tehovnik, Woods et al. 2013 ), Tehovnik and his colleagues claimed to have performed a systematic evaluation of ITR for both invasive and noninvasive BMIs reported in the literature. They restricted their analysis to center-out experiments because, in their opinion, these datasets could be analyzed using a straightforward, uniform approach.
Although their analyses might appear to be credible at first sight, we found them flawed, mostly because the cited BMI results were interpreted incorrectly. 
Information Metric for Center-Out Task
Tehovnik and his colleagues calculated ITR for a center-out task using a metric previously used by Wolpaw et al. (Wolpaw, Birbaumer et al. 2000 , Wolpaw, Birbaumer et al. 2002 . Wolpaw et al.'s approach is not original. An earlier paper by Sakitt (Sakitt 1980 ) developed a method for calculating ITR for an experiment where a subject performs reaching movements to screen targets (Fig. 1 ). Under these conditions, information contained in the targets, H (u) , is reproduced, with some information loss, by motor responses that carry information H (v) . If Ni is the number of times stimulus ui is presented, Nj is the number of times the response vj is produced, and Nij is their joint count (also called stimulus-response matrix) then
H(u) = log2N -(1/N)ΣNi log2 Ni H(v) = log2N -(1/N)ΣNj log2 Nj
(1)
H(u,v) = log2N -(1/N)ΣNij log2 Nij
where N is the total number of trials and H(u,v) is joint information. Mutual information (or information transmitted by the channel), T(u,v) , is given by Shannon's equation (Shannon and Weaver 1964) :
T(u,v) = H(u) + H(v) -H(u,v)
Sakitt's algorithm was employed by Georgopoulos and Massey (Georgopoulos and Massey 1988) to estimate the ITR for neuronal samples collected in motor cortex and cortical area 5. In these experiments, monkeys were engaged in an arm reaching task. Georgopoulos and Massey utilized a population vector method to extract directional information from the neuronal activity. Additionally, they calculated the ITR for center-out reaching movements performed by human subjects. The estimates for monkey neurons and human subjects were comparable (around 5 bits per trial or 1 bit/s).
Wolpaw et al. (Wolpaw, Birbaumer et al. 2000 , Wolpaw, Birbaumer et al. 2002 used a simplified derivation of T (u,v) , which they obtained from Pierce (Pierce 1980) . This derivation assumes equal probabilities of correct responses for different stimuli. T(u,v) is calculated as:
where P is the proportion of correctly performed trials, and M is the number of choices (e.g. the number
of targets on the screen from which a subject selects one). shown on the screen on each trial, and subjects were allowed to cross any screen location until they reached that target. Such a single target condition is like a telephone dial pad with just one button.
Among the cited literature, Tehovnik and his colleagues referred to the study of Ganguly and Carmena (Ganguly and Carmena 2009 ) but erroneously asserted that monkeys selected from eight targets in these experiments. In this study, a lone peripheral target was present on the screen on each trial ( Fig.   2A ). (This is perhaps not explained clearly in the paper, but is illustrated in the 28 th minute of their video:
https://youtu.be/29wFC3Wgbgc .) The fact that target location on each trial was chosen from eight preset locations was irrelevant because monkeys were not penalized for crossing wrong target locations with the cursor. (Such crossings can be seen in Fig. 2D of Ganguly and Carmena, 2009.) Deininger 1954, Fitts and Peterson 1964) to compute the information:
where ID is index of difficulty, measured in bits, A is distance to target, and W is target width (Fig. 2B ).
This formulation of information per trial, however, is not without problems by itself. It is acceptable for behaviors where subjects clearly perform reaching movements, but ID would be also non-zero for a random walk.
In addition to incorrectly interpreting monkey BMI experiments, Tehovnik misunderstood the behavioral task of Wolpaw and MacFarland (Wolpaw and McFarland 2004) , the study conducted in human subjects. In these experiments, there was one target per trial, and an incorrect response occurred only in the case of a timeout, not when a subject intersected a wrong target location (see their Supporting
Movie 1). The authors used coefficient of determination, R 2 , instead of ITR to quantify their results.
Furthermore, while equations 3 and 4, if applied correctly, are suitable for single decision classification tasks, neither of them are well suited to characterize continuous movements generated using a BMI. Indeed, trajectories carry more information than an average number of correctly completed trials and their average duration. ITR for continuous trajectories could be assessed, for example, by compute the entropy over all trajectories, and then subtracting the conditional entropy for the trajectories belonging to given targets. Such a calculation can be done by binning cursor positions using a grid and measuring the time-dependent occupancy probability for each bin, for all targets and for given targets.
Finally, equations 3 and 4 do not take into account fundamental requirements of BMI tasks, like accurately acquiring a target under a time limit. Of particular importance is the time required to hold the central and peripheral targets -one of the major contributors to task difficulty. Hence, even if a discrete method were applied correctly, the real ITR would have been estimated only approximately. Additionally, changing target hold duration and other task intervals would result in changes to the ITR calculated as information per trial divided by trial duration. 
Applying Sakitt's Approach to Single-Target Reaches
Although Tehovnik and his colleagues measured ITR incorrectly, Sakitt's model could be adapted to reaching movements towards a single target, when no alternative choices are shown on the screen and there is no penalty for crossing an incorrect target location. This can be done, for example, by generating the matrix Nij by counting an intersection of a wrong target location as a behavioral choice. Additionally, mutual information represented by the stimulus and motor response could be estimated continuously, using a classifier that derives choices from where the cursor is moving (Fig. 3 ). In agreement with Sakitt's model, such a classifier considers M possible targets, and deems one of them the chosen target. The chosen target could be derived from the cursor kinematics in different ways. One simple way to conduct such decoding is to find the target with the minimal distance to the cursor (Fig. 3) . A more sophisticated method could incorporate cursor velocity. The basic idea here is that the BMI output carries information even before the final goal is accomplished. Once the cursor starts to move toward the target, target location can be predicted from the cursor trajectory. Predicting target location in advance is a well-known mathematical and engineering problem. Examples include calculation of projectile motion from the initial velocity (Newton 1687), estimation of the mobile user's next mobile base station from the user's location, heading, and altitude (Pathirana, Savkin et al. 2004) , and recovery of video tracking of moving objects after an occlusion (Rosales and Sclaroff 1999) . We suggest that a similar approach could be applied to analyze time dependence of information transfer by BMIs. With this method, transmitted information can be represented as function of time.
"Five well isolated cells" versus Multielectrode Methods
In addition to the attempt to assess ITR in previous BMI studies, Tehovnik and his colleagues expressed several critiques regarding the state of BMI field. Among these commentaries, they claimed that neurophysiologists have achieved a much higher ITR with traditional single-unit recordings, where just a few neurons were sampled at a time, compared to the recent BMI studies where neurons were sampled in large numbers. In particular, they claimed that ITR was 0.67 bit/s in Schmidt et al. (Schmidt, McIntosh et al. 1978) , and only 0.03-0.17 bit/s in O'Doherty (O'Doherty, Lebedev et al. 2011 ). Next, the monkey moved to the unrewarded-texture target and explored it twice by placing the avatar hand over that target, moving it out, and placing the avatar hand over the target again.
Finally, after establishing that the first two targets were incorrect ones, the monkey moved the avatar hand to the third target, felt the rewarded artificial texture, and continued to hold the target to obtain a reward. Clearly, information transfer was quite complex in this experiment: monkeys obtain information by actively exploring the targets, and even hitting a wrong target contributed to this information accumulation and to achieving the eventual goal.
From the methods description of the first cited study (Schmidt, McIntosh et al. 1978) , it is not clear whether or not moneys were allowed to intersect incorrect target locations, so we are unable to verify the ITR estimation. As to the study of O'Doherty and his colleagues (O'Doherty, Lebedev et al. 2011 ),
Tehovnik and his colleagues produced a totally erroneous characterization of ITR. The paper reported a brain-machine-brain interface (BMBI) that enabled bidirectional information transfer between the brain and an avatar hand (Fig. 4) . Although three targets were present on the screen in each trial, this number had nothing to do with M in equation 3, simply because monkeys were not given any initial instruction of the correct target. Therefore, this three-target task did not match Sakitt's model at all. The behavioral task was an active exploration of targets guided by an artificial tactile sensation. Monkeys consecutively reached to each of the three targets with an avatar hand. When the avatar hand was put over a target, electrical microstimulation was applied to the primary somatosensory cortex, mimicking an artificial texture. The monkeys' task was to find the target with a particular artificial texture and to hold the avatar hand over that target for at least 500 ms to obtain a reward. Acquisition of an incorrect target resulted in trial cancellation. Thus, the task was far more complex than pointing to a highlighted target when several others are present on the screen (Sakitt 1980) . In principle, information-theoretic approach could be applied to the data of O'Doherty and his colleagues. To explain why ITR was higher in Schmidt's study than in O'Doherty's study, Tehovnik claimed that "5 well isolated cells using movable electrodes can generate as much information as 100 poorly isolated cells using fixed electrodes". However, in Schmidt's study (Schmidt, McIntosh et al. 1978) , the electrodes were actually implanted and fixed. Additionally, movable electrodes introduce several problems: (i) searching for task-related neurons by moving an electrode back and forth is harmful to the brain tissue, (ii) the method is successful only occasionally and often results in no single-units being isolated, and (iii) the method allows holding a unit for approximately half an hour, after which the unit is usually lost. Therefore, a fishing expedition for "star cells" is hardly an approach that would have any practical clinical significance for BMIs. Even Mulliken and his colleagues (Mulliken, Musallam et al. 2008 ), whose study Tehovnik et al. cited as an example of success, reported that they were capable of holding units for only 1-2 hours with their movable array. In a recent paper, our laboratory has demonstrated that high quality neuronal recordings can last over 5 years in monkeys implanted with our multi-electrode arrays and cubes (Schwarz, Lebedev et al. 2014 ).
Tehovnik and his colleagues also claimed that the ITR begins to saturate when the number of neurons increases beyond 50. This misconception is related to a flawed procedure where, after the subpopulation sample size approaches the total number of neurons in the population, there is not enough statistical variability in the data to draw any conclusion on whether the ITR is growing or has saturated (Lebedev 2014) . Additionally, a closer inspection of the articles that Tehovnik and colleagues used to support their claim does not reveal any clear example where a neuron dropping curve would saturate at a fixed level. Rather, each of these articles shows a continuous improvement in decoding accuracy with the population size, and one quoted study specifically suggests that adding neurons results in a steady improvement of BMI accuracy (Wessberg, Stambaugh et al. 2000) . We have previously explained that the dependency of decoding accuracy on the number of recorded neurons can be described by a logarithmic function (Lebedev and Nicolelis 2011, Ifft, Shokur et al. 2013) , and a slower growth of the curve for large neuronal populations is consistent with this model.
It should be also noted that large populations of brain neurons allow simultaneous decoding of multiple behavioral parameters (Fitzsimmons, Lebedev et al. 2009 ) in situations where complex BMI controls are needed, such as bipedal walking (Fitzsimmons, Lebedev et al. 2009 ), reaching and grasping (Carmena, Lebedev et al. 2003 , Hochberg, Bacher et al. 2012 , Collinger, Wodlinger et al. 2013 , Ajiboye, Willett et al. 2017 , and bimanual operations (Ifft, Shokur et al. 2013) . We have already discussed these issues in detail elsewhere ) and urge readers interested in a discussion about the potential of BMI performance to read these original research papers as well as a recent review (Lebedev and Nicolelis 2017) .
Single Cells versus EEG
Tehovnik and his colleagues attempted to compare the performance of BMIs based on single cell recordings with those based on EEG. They cited the work by Wolpaw and McFarland (Wolpaw and McFarland 2004) in which four human subjects performed a center-out task using a continuous control of cursor movements by EEG signals. As mentioned above, Tehovnik assumed that subjects acquired one target from an array of eight, but in actuality there was a single target per trial, and crossing the other potential target locations was allowed and often happened. Building on these erroneous arguments, 
Plasticity and BMI
Tehovnik and his colleagues suggested that an occurrence of unidirectional tuning of cortical cells cannot be good for the generation of a BMI's optimal output. The justification of this statement is unclear.
As follows from simple geometrical considerations, just two tuning directions (e.g. X and Y axes or any other basis) would be sufficient for a two-dimensional cursor control. Furthermore, Tehovnik claimed that increased synchronization between cells during BMI control (Carmena, Lebedev et al. 2003) would damage BMI performance. Recently, we showed that synchronization of neurons during BMI control is a transient effect that characterizes early BMI sessions (Ifft, Shokur et al. 2013) . As monkeys improve in BMI control, synchronous firing subsides. While an analysis of all these details is beyond the scope of this article, we emphasize that any claim about BMI accuracy should involve a quantitative analysis.
Tehovnik also argued that it would be hard to build a stable BMI because the directional tuning of brain neurons fluctuates in time. However, Carmena and his colleagues (Carmena, Lebedev et al. 2005 ),
Rokni et al. (Rokni, Richardson et al. 2007 ) and Huber et al. (Huber, Gutnisky et al. 2012 ) have demonstrated that representation at the population-level can be stable even when the tuning is unstable at the individual neuron level. Carmena (Carmena, Lebedev et al. 2005) showed that, in a center-out manual reaching task, the decoding performance of a neuronal ensemble remained high and stable while more than 50% of single neurons significantly changed their firing rates and variability rankings. Rokni and his colleagues (Rokni, Richardson et al. 2007 ) had monkeys perform a familiar center-out task manually, and found that more than 60% of the cells changed their preferred direction, modulation depth, or offset of the tuning curve between blocks 1 and 3, while the monkeys maintained decent performance.
These changes seemed to be random as they did not correlate between cells. Rokni then proposed a redundant network model to simulate the task, and found that local noise and high redundancy could explain how the population of cells maintains performance while individual cells' tuning curves change randomly.
Neural Code for BMI
Tehovnik quoted complexities of neuronal encoding of motor commands (e.g., dependence of directional tuning on the arm starting position) as an obstacle to BMI development. In their opinion, BMIs cannot be efficient unless we understand precisely how motor cortical neurons represent movements. We disagree with this statement. The BMI research helps to increase our understanding of brain mechanisms ). Advanced decoding methods, such as the unscented Kalman filter (Li, O'Doherty et al. 2009 ) and recalibrated feedback intention-trained Kalman filter (Gilja, Nuyujukian et al. 2012 ) successfully incorporate motor complexities and outperform simpler decoders. Additionally, adaptive filters can compensate for dynamical changes in neuronal tuning properties (Taylor, Tillery et al. 2002 , Li, O'Doherty et al. 2011 , Sussillo, Stavisky et al. 2016 .
Suppressing Body Movements during BMI
Tehovnik claimed that eye and body movements are integrally linked to neural encoding, and their suppression may decrease the accuracy of BMI control. While this statement merits experimental validation, it has been already shown that subjects can improve in BMI control without producing overt movements with their limbs (Ganguly, Dimitrov et al. 2011) . Such improvements have been documented in many studies. For example, in our study of a bimanual BMI (Ifft, Shokur et al. 2013) , we eliminated the use of the joystick during training. We had monkeys learn complex bimanual operations from passive observations of the movements performed by two avatar arms. EMG recordings confirmed that the monkeys did not assist themselves with their own arm movements during either the passive observation period or BMI operations. Yet, BMI control performance improved steadily from session to session until reaching levels compatible with the best results obtained so far with BMIs.
Role of Vision
Similar to the point regarding the interference of body movements with BMI control, Tehovnik expressed a concern regarding the interference of eye movements. While this concern is valid, one should not underestimate the brain's ability to independently control the eyes, arms and spatial attention (Lebedev and Wise 2001, Lebedev, Messinger et al. 2004 ).
Conclusions
Our examination of the claims made by Tehovnik and his colleagues regarding the current state of the BMI field showed several flaws. We support, in principle, the idea of using ITR as a universal metric to compare different BMIs reported in the literature. However, such a comparison should be based on correct math.
Curiously, despite the incorrect assessment of ITR, the main point of Tehovnik and his colleagues is correct that ITR of BMIs is low compared to manual control; even though more recent BMI studies have reported relatively high ITRs (Kao, Nuyujukian et al. 2017 , Pandarinath, Nuyujukian et al. 2017 . But what is the big surprise? This result is expected for the simple reason that BMIs utilize a miniscule proportion of neurons (hundreds) compared to the total number of neurons involved in normal control (hundreds of thousands or millions, depending on the brain structure used for neural decoding). Yet, Tehovnik and his colleagues missed the key point: despite such a small neuronal sample, monkeys and now human subjects have been able to perform motor tasks of real significance using such an approach. At this juncture, it is reasonable to ask the most basic question: In the future, would patients even care about the ITR if they can benefit from using a neuroprosthetic device built around the BMI concept to aid recovery of basic motor behaviors that could not be generated otherwise? The metric for BMI success in this scenario is certainly not ITR per se, but how much improvement in quality of life that BMIs may provide to a population who have very few really effective therapeutic options available to them. The reality, based upon facts, is that monkeys using BMIs can perform complex motor tasks and the growing number of clinical studies using BMIs are showing that patients can extract significant benefits from them as well. To determine how well a particular BMI type performs, therefore, we should consider the real needs of the patients for whom BMIs are intended (Serruya 2014) . Is the primary goal of those with arm paralysis to be able to play a violin or regain some basic motor skills, such as the ability to feed themselves, hold a car key and steer a car? If basic motor skills are primarily needed, and a slower performance speed can be tolerated, then a drop from 5 bits/s to, say, 0.5 bits/s may be not as dramatic or relevant as Tehovnik would like to suggest.
In several places in their article, Tehovnik and his colleagues implied that the "good old days" methodology is superior to the current BMI approach where BMI researchers are attempting to record neurons in large numbers indiscriminately. Would a single electrode precisely placed by an experienced neurophysiologist do a better job to restore mobility in a paraplegic patient? The answer to this question is a no. The mention of excellent task-related neurons recorded by experts in neurophysiology seems credible, but this kind of argument is often based on a statistical manipulation where good recording days are overemphasized, and numerous failures are discarded during every recording session. These details cannot escape scrutiny and recalibration by experienced neurophysiologists who have seen both the past and the present standards of primate cortical neurophysiology. Any experienced neurophysiologist knows about unsuccessful recording sessions when nothing was recorded during the entire day in which some microelectrode could not even penetrate through the animal's dura. Incidentally, it is untrue that our laboratory does not use movable electrodes. We have developed a 1,000-channel recording system where all microelectrodes are movable (Schwarz, Lebedev et al. 2014 Another point of Tehovnik is the suggestion that we should investigate brain mechanisms, get a better understanding of how the brain works (Baranauskas 2014) and only then attempt to reproduce brain function with a BMI. This recommendation implies that a better understanding of brain mechanisms can be only gained with the old methods of single electrode recordings, and technological advances made by modern BMIs are of no help. We are puzzled why Tehovnik and his co-authors are so convinced that BMI research prevents endeavors to understand the brain better and that the only way to continue such endeavors is to halt BMI work. In response to this argument, we should ask whether therapeutic techniques such as deep brain stimulation, for which no mechanism has yet been identified, should simply be abandoned until a clear mechanistic explanation is found. What would the more than 100,000
Parkinsonian patients who benefit from this therapy have to say about that?
Among the issues that need to be understood before BMI could become valuable, Tehovnik mentions neuronal directional tuning and brain mechanisms of eye movements. While noting that BMIs could use some of the brain circuitry that normally controls eye movements, Tehovnik does not mention that classical oculomotor studies have a number of problems. In those studies, investigators typically restrained monkey behavior quite drastically (Sparks and Mays 1980, Funahashi, Bruce et al. 1990 ).
Typically, a monkey would be required to stare at the center of the screen for several seconds until it was allowed to change its gaze angle. This highly constrained and overtrained behavior serves the purpose to make an experiment "controlled", but results in neuronal patterns, which are different from brain activities that enable natural eye movement behavior. BMI research is now leading attempts to investigate motor behaviors in unrestrained animals (Schwarz, Lebedev et al. 2014 ).
Overall, we hope that our commentary to the paper by Tehovnik and his colleagues will be helpful for the development of better information theory approaches to BMIs, the improvement of BMIs, and the advancement of relevant fields of basic neuroscience.
